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Conference Date URL About 

IT Professionalism 
Conference 2021 

20-22 April 
https://itprofessionalism.org/

events/it-professionalism-
conference/ 

Hosted online by IT Professionalism Europe (ITPE), with eSkills 
Malta Foundation and the Irish Digital Skills and Jobs Coalition this 
conference will focus on the IT professionalism landscape in 
Europe, with input from the European Commission and the 
experience of companies on the ground. 

ICER - ACM 
International 
Computing 

Education Research 
Conference 

August 2021 
Charleston, South 

Carolina 

https://sigcse.org/sigcse/events/
icer.html 

The International Computing Education Research (ICER) 
conference aims at gathering high-quality contributions to the 
computing education research discipline. It attracts over 100 
computing education researchers. 

ISLS 

7–11 June 2021 

Bochum, 
Germany 

https://www.isls.org/ 

The International Society of the Learning Sciences (ISLS) is a 
leading professional society for academics, professionals and 
students seeking to advance the sciences and practices of 
learning. ISLS brings together those interested in learning 
experiences across schools, homes, workplaces and communities, 
and who seek to understand how collaboration and learning is 
enabled by knowledge, tools, networks, and social structures. 

SnapCon 29 July—1 August 
https://www.snapcon.org/

conferences/2021 

Gathering of educators, researchers, makers and enthusiasts of 
the Snap! Programming language. Participants will share ideas, 
experiences, and artefacts around the joy and beauty of 
computing. 

Upcoming Conferences 

Upcoming Events and Competitions  

Event/
Competition Entry Date URL About 

ACM SIGCSE Various dates https://sigcse.org/sigcse/events/ 

The SIGCSE organisation provides a forum for educators to 
discuss issues related to the development, implementation, and/
or evaluation of computing programs, curricula, and courses, as 
well as syllabi, laboratories, and other elements of teaching and 
pedagogy. 

Coolest Projects 3 May 2021 
https://

online.coolestprojects.org/ 

If you’re up to 18 years old and you have made a cool project, 
you can join in. You can work as an individual or as part of a team 
of up to five. All projects are welcome, from beginner to 
advanced, in any programming language and using whatever 
hardware you have available. 

BT Young Scientist Autumn 2021 https://btyoungscientist.com/ 
BT Young Scientist is an Irish annual school students' science 
competition to encourage interest in science in secondary 
schools. 

EU Code Week 
9-24 October 

2021 
https://codeweek.eu/ 

EU Code Week is a grassroots initiative which aims to bring 
coding and digital literacy to everybody in a fun and engaging 
way… 

Computer Science 
Apprenticeships 

Ongoing 

https://apprenticeship.ie/career-
seekers/get-started/learn-more/
ict/Software-Developer-Associate

-L6 

https://www.ecollege.ie/course/ 

Apprenticeships and ecollege courses in the area of ICT, 
Computer Programming, and Data Science:  

Formula Females All year round https://www.formulafemale.org/ 

The Go Girls Karting initiative is designed to give young females 
an insight into the world of Motorsport, whether it’s competing 
as a driver or undertaking a career through STEM. 

Using Motorsports as a platform to teach STEM education 
provides a new way of thinking for students who need something 
different in order to learn. 

Teen Turn 

Programmes 
available various 
dates throughout 

the year 

https://teen-turn.com/ 

Teen-Turn aims to provide teen girls the opportunity to gain 
hands-on STEM experience so that they can visualize themselves 
in those kinds of careers and therefore make third level course 
choices accordingly. 

  

Science on Stage 

Festival takes 
place March 

2022. 
Applications 

currently open 

http://www.scienceonstage.ie/ 

Science on Stage (SonS) Europe is a European initiative to 
encourage science teachers to share best practice in science 
teaching. A key focus of SonS is the hosting of biennial teacher 
festivals to showcase innovative teaching ideas. Follow up 
activities focus on sharing, developing and sustaining the 
inspiration gained at the festival. 

Microsoft - Imagine 
Cup Junior 2021 AI 
for Good Challenge 

Registration 
closes 21 May 

2021 

https://
imaginecup.microsoft.com/en-

us/junior 

Imagine Cup Junior 2021 provides students aged 13 to 18 the 
opportunity to learn about technology and how it can be used to 
positively change the world. 

Event Date Eligible Attendees Event Contents 

National Workshop 
4, Day 1 

13/04/21 

15/04/21 
Phase Two Teachers Computers and Society, ALT3 

National Workshop 
7, Day 2 

20/04/21 Phase One Teachers ALT 3, JavaScript, Learning Outcomes, Curriculum Planning 

National Workshop 
4, Day 2 

27/04/21 

29/04/21 
Phase Two Teachers Algorithms, Computer Systems, ALT3 

Leadership Support Apr/May 
School Leaders in Phase Three 

schools 
Advice and information for principals in schools introducing LCCS 
for the first time. 

Spring Webinar 
14/04/21      

18:00-19:30 
Phase One and Two Teachers 

Rob Eastaway — Computational Thinking Guru 
www.robeastaway.com 

National Workshop 
1 

04/05/21 

05/05/21 
Phase Three Teachers 

Subject Specification, Problem Solving, Pedagogy, Reflection and 
Resource Development 

Skills Workshop, 
HTML/CSS, Day 1 

18/05/21 

20/05/21 
Phase Two Teachers HTML, CSS and UX 

Skills Workshop, 
HTML/CSS, Day 2 

24/05/21 

25/05/21 
Phase Two Teachers HTML, CSS and UX 

Skills Workshop, 
Python, Day 1 

18/05/21 

19/05/21 
Phase Three Teachers Introduction to Python, Variables, Assignments and Expressions 

Skills Workshop, 
Python, Day 2 

25/05/21 

26/05/21 
Phase Three Teachers Strings, Lists and Logic 

Upcoming PDST CPD Events (April—June 2021) 

LCCS Student Experience  

by Ben Catchpole, Adamstown Community College 

 

For most young people, it seems like they always have an idea from a young 

age of what they’re going to do when they’re older. Sure, it may change from 

year to year but the idea is always there. That’s where I always stood out, I 

never had a clue what I was going to do. Not for lack of trying — I thought of it 

all. From a pilot to a poet, nothing seemed to be the right fit. I had no 

intentions whatsoever of going to college because of this, I just couldn’t see 

myself there because there was no career path I wanted to follow. Then I 

figured if I’m not going to seek higher education then why should I stay in 

school? I wanted to finish out Transition Year and then look for a full time job 

during the summer and eventually drop out and work, but as I’m sure you can 

see that’s not how things worked out.  

 I remember sitting in my TY Computers class, trying not to get caught playing 

games, when my teacher came around to everyone’s desk and placed a small 

black device on our desks called a ‘Micro:bit’. I immediately became so 

obsessed with this little thing. I loved the idea that I programmed it to respond 

to an input and straight away I wanted to know how far I could take this. I spent the next 2 classes learning how to make a game similar to 

‘Flappy Bird’ on the Micro:bit, and to my own amazement, I got it done and it worked! A couple of weeks later we spent a few weeks using the 

programming language ‘HTML’ to make our own websites. I made mine on Nate Diaz, my favourite MMA fighter. I even found myself at home 

after school trying to learn the language in my own time because I was so fascinated by it. 

It wasn’t until we went on a trip to the new Microsoft building in Sandyford that I really knew that this was an incredible 

career path that I wanted to follow. While my classmates were in shock and awe at the beautiful digital waterfall that 

was in the main area of the building, I was totally mesmerised by the glimpses I caught of the people that were working 

on programs. I wanted to find out more about every program that everyone was working on and I even wanted to work 

on them myself. What seemed like for the first time, I truly felt like I belonged there. My mind was racing with thoughts 

of what do I have to do to work here?  I even got the chance to program a ‘Space Invaders’ like game in the DreamSpace 

part of the building. I then knew that because of this trip and my Computers teacher’s help, I had every intention of 

working hard in my remaining years of secondary school in order to go to college for Computer Science so that I could go 

back to programming inside that building. As I left the building, I remember telling myself ‘Don’t worry, you’ll be back’. 

I made sure then that Leaving Cert Computer Science was my number one choice for my Leaving Cert subjects. When I 

got to fifth year I got to fall in love with the subject all over again. I thought the subject would’ve been all programming and coding, but it was so 

much more. I was really surprised by how broad the term ‘Computer Science’ was, but I love everything about the subject. Even when my 

programs refuse to work, I still enjoy typing every string and integer. I love testing myself in the subject and doing the extra bit of code because I 

know that it’ll help me in the future. I even find myself doing python programs at home not for study but because I genuinely enjoy using the 

language. If there’s one thing I’ve learned in this subject that I can take to other aspects of life, is not to be afraid to fail. When something goes 

wrong in my programs, it just allows me to be able to learn from the mistake so 

that way it doesn’t happen again. I’m even currently writing programs so that 

they can be entered into the All Ireland Programming 

Olympiad.  

If it weren’t for my Computer Science teacher, Ms Suzanne 

Linnane, I’d still have no clue what I’d want to do as a 

career and I’d probably have dropped out of school long 

ago. All my options for my CAO application were in some 

way related to Computer Science and I can easily say that 

Computer Science has changed my life so much, and I’ve 

still so much more to learn. I cannot wait to see how far I 

can go with this career. 

After Leaving Certificate Computer Science, what next? 

What about an ICT apprenticeship? 

  

Thinking about what to do after school is tough. There are so many 
courses and options to consider. Leaving Certificate Computer Science 
opens up a new and exciting option, that of an ICT apprenticeship. An 
apprenticeship is a way of learning while you earn. The website 
Generation Apprenticeship is your starting point for exploring 
apprenticeships and the FIT website helps you find out more about 
tech apprenticeships.  
 
What are apprenticeships? 

Apprenticeships are a combination of college and on-the-job learning. 

You join a company or organisation as an employee and are paid 

while you study and learn-on-the job and you gain a qualification on 

the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ).  

ICT apprenticeships are an exciting way of joining the ICT workforce. 

In Ireland, over 12,000 jobs are available in the tech sector (FIT, 2021).  

What ICT apprenticeships are there?  

There are four ICT apprenticeships for school leavers: 

Cybersecurity L6 

Network Engineer Associate L6 

Software Developer Associate L6 

Telecommunication and Data Network Technician L6 

Each of these apprenticeships lead to a QQI qualification on the NFQ 

and enable you to work and develop your career. To become a tech 

apprentice, you have a Leaving Certificate with pass grades in at least 

five Ordinary level subjects (including Maths and English) or a 06/H7 

or higher in the Leaving Certificate in five or more subjects. Leaving 

Certificate Computer Science is an excellent subject for this course 

and career path.  

Tech companies recruit apprentices for the 2-year apprenticeship 

training programmes in software development, network engineering 

and cybersecurity leading to an L6 QQI Advanced Certificate. Explore 

FIT tech apprenticeships. 

To become a telecommunication and data network technician you 

do a two-year apprenticeship, leading to a QQI Level 6 Higher 

Certificate in Telecommunications and Data Network Engineering. 

Read about this apprenticeship here.  

Find out more 

Read Alina’s story about her software development apprenticeship 
and Dawn’s story about her network engineer apprenticeship.  

Have a look at this presentation about apprenticeships and see the 
advice Generation Apprenticeship gives your parents and friends.  

 

References 

Generation Apprenticeship. (2020). We are Generation 

Apprenticeship. https://apprenticeship.ie/.  

FIT. (2021). Why Tech Apprenticeships? https://fit.ie/tech-

apprenticeships/.   

Source: FIT ICT Apprenticeship Brochure, 2019.  
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Leaving Cert Computer Science Student Viewpoint 
 

The class of 2020 were the first group of students to study the Leaving 
Cert Computer Science subject - so what did they think of the sub-
ject?  They were the curious students who were interested to learn 
more about computing even though they had no prior knowledge of 
the subject.  They were also the ones willing to try out a new subject 
where they were unsure of what lay ahead - so what did they think of 
the subject and would they recommend it to other students?   
 
Monica Ward, who was the Irish Universities Association (IUA) domain 
expert for the NCCA Leaving Cert Computer Science Curriculum Devel-
opment group spoke with three students who studied Computer Sci-
ence and who are now students in the School of Computing at Dublin 
City University.  They are Jaime from Saint Eunans College, Letterkenny 
Co. Donegal, and Leona and Sarah from St. Vincent's Secondary School, 
Dundalk. Jaime and Sarah are studying Enterprise Computing and 
Leona is studying Data Science. 
 
What did you like about LCCS? 
Sarah, Leona and Jamie liked that they learnt 
something new.  None of the students had 
prior knowledge about computers before 
that.  The students were said that they were 
lucky to have very good teachers.  Jamie’s 
teacher had prior CS experience and he 
thought that this helped a lot.  Leona and Sa-
rah said that, while their teacher had no prior 
CS knowledge, he had prepared to teach the 
subject and that it worked out really well.   
 
How did CS compare with other subjects? 
Jamie, Leona and Sarah said that Computer 
Science was different from other subjects.  It 
was enjoyable putting theory into practice 
and ‘it broke up the school week’ which was 
nice.  There were no textbooks, it was all 
electronic and that this was refreshing.  They 
all agreed that having 30% CBA was good as it 
takes the pressure off the final exam.  
 
What were the downsides of studying LCCS? 
With it being a new subject, there were 
bound to be teething problems.  Some ele-
ments were  a bit repetitive and the students 
put this down to the fact that the teachers 
were waiting for information about what to 
teach.  They also mentioned that their teach-
ers have unclear instructions about the 
course including the exam structure.  There 
were no mock exams and here was also a bit 
of uncertainty around the exam itself.  What 
about if there were problems with the com-
puters during the exam? 
 
Did doing the LCCS influence your decision to study computing at uni-
versity? 
Leona had thought about studying computing before taking CS, Sarah a 
bit but Jamie had not and doing LCCS nudged them in the direction of 
studying computing at university. 
 
Would you recommend others to do LC CS? 
Yes, all three said they would.  They suggested that it would be good to 
try a bit of coding (e.g. with CoderDojo) to see if it appealed to them 
and maybe try it in Transition Year. 
 
What changes would you suggest to LC CS? 
The students recommend creating a stronger structure e.g. in relation 
to the exam element. They suggest having more certainty especially 
around exams, coursework and what needs to be studied.  They would 
like a clear outline of what you are going to cover over the two years, 
as they felt it was not clear week to week.  In other subjects, students 
could look at past papers and have books to refer to but for CS they 
didn’t have these supports. 
 
Do you think having LCCS helps you in your university computing 
studies? 
Leona, Jamie and Sarah all agree that “Yes it does”.  They already had 
some familiarity with parts of the materials and that gave them confi-
dence.  They were ahead of their peers in having basic programming 
skills under their belt and this enabled them to give more time to other 
subjects. 
 
Any other  comments? 
The students think that LCCS should come into every school.  It’s an 

innovative subject and there are also extra trips (e.g. trips to One Mi-

crosoft Place) and talks (e.g. from industry speakers) related to the 

subject that made it more enjoyable.    

Life After LCCS 

Leona  

Sarah 

Jaime 

“I remember sitting in my TY 

Computers class, trying not to get 

caught playing games, when my 

teacher came around to everyone’s 

desk and placed a small black device 

on our desks called a ‘Micro:bit’. I 

immediately became so obsessed 

with this little thing.” 

- Ben Catchpole, Computer Science student.  

“In less than 2 short years, I went 

from someone who was one serious 

conversation away from dropping 

out of secondary school to someone 

who cannot wait to go to college and 

become a Software Engineer.” 

- Ben Catchpole, Computer Science student.  

title Description 

 
Code.org 

https://studio.code.org/s/express-2019 

A great option for students who wish to start programming on their own. Students learn the 

fundamentals of programming with drag & drop blocks and can create their own drawings and games. 

  

https://code.org/educate/resources/videos 

A library of engaging resources including inspirational video clips from world celebrities e.g. Bill Gates 
and Barack Obama. There are also videos on principles of Computer Science including How Computers 
Work and How the internet works. 

 

 
Microsoft Makecode  

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/makecode 

Microsoft MakeCode brings Computer Science to life for all students with fun projects, immediate 
results, and both block and text editors for learners at different levels. Includes links to micro:bit 
projects suitable for LCCS. 

 
Raspberry Pi 

https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects?software[]=python 

Some great projects that will help students start writing code and get going with digital making. 

 
Khan Academy 

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming 

An interactive website where students can learn how to use the JavaScript language and the 

ProcessingJS library to create fun drawings and animations. 

 
Codecademy 

https://www.codecademy.com/catalog/subject/all 

A range of online web development and programming courses including the Code Foundations course 

and the Computer Science course. 

 
Swift Playgrounds 

https://www.apple.com/ie/swift/playgrounds/ 

An app that makes it fun to learn and experiment with code. Students solve interactive puzzles in the 
guided “Learn to Code” lessons to master the basics of coding, or experiment with a wide range of 
challenges that let them explore many unique coding experiences. 

  
MIT App Inventor 

http://appinventor.mit.edu/ 

An intuitive, block-based visual programming environment that allows everyone - especially young 

people - to build fully functional apps for smartphones and tablets. Seeks to move people from 

technology consumers to become technology creators. 

 
Sonic Pi 

Sonic Pi is a code-based music creation and performance tool. The software contains useful tutorials 
and references for getting started with resources for teachers available at www.sonic-pi.net 

 

p5.js  

p5.js is a web-based JavaScript library for creative coding, with a focus on making code accessible to 
artists, designers, and beginners. The p5js.org website contains a detailed reference tool, guided 
learning resources and ready-made examples to hack and remix. 

 

Turtlestitch  

Turtlestitch is a block-based programming language that allows users to both use and learn 
programming techniques to create patterns and designs that can then be stitched onto fabric using 
programmable embroidery machines. 

 
Open P-TECH 

Open P-TECH is a free digital education platform from IMB with digital learning courses such as 
professional skills, sustainability, design thinking, AI and Cybersecurity—all designed for and mapped to 
Junior and Senior Cycle Key Skills. Teacher resources are included and students can earn credentials 
approved by IBM and its partner organisations. 

Useful websites for TY students to get started with coding 

What is Q? by Ayush Tambde, Stratford College 

Winner of Stripe Award and 1st Prize for Individual/Intermediate/Technology  

at BT Young Scientist & Technology Exhibition 2021 

Q is a programming language for quantum computers. To be more pedantic, Q is a compiled, functional, statically and strongly typed, imperative 

programming language, designed to make classical oracles easier to implement within quantum circuits. In other words, it’s a language that makes 

sure it doesn’t take the programmer 36,893,488,000,000,000,000 years to do basic arithmetic on a quantum computer. It is C-styled, both for 

minimizing the gradient of the learning curve, but also for aesthetic and personal 

reasons, including the fact that C is one of my favourite languages. 

It was my goal with Q to not merely augment current languages, but introduce a new, 

different way of looking at these ideas. I’m not claiming they’re better – they’re different. 

A language should not “look down” on the programmer - the main selling point of Q was 

ease-of-use, so I had to proceed with some trepidation. I made it a point to give the 

programmer as much control as possible.  

Some important lessons were learnt as I progressed throughout the project. The major 

one being how to write a compiler. I had no clue how to do so on the outset, so many 

long days were spent reading books and online articles. 

Another, being how to interpret a large amount of most of the exceptions in the C++ STL. 

Another was how to architect code. Since I had never taken on any project of this scale 

before, it was of utmost importance that I create elegant interfaces between each stage 

of the compiler.  

The end for Q is not going to come anytime soon, and it’s the truth. There are efforts 

underway to open-source the language, and I (hopefully) doubt that there will ever come 

a time when progress on Q will remain static. I genuinely hope that new programming 

concepts emerge and are adopted by Q to ensure that as many people as possible 

thoroughly enjoy programming in it. I would, finally, like to thank my teacher Ms Helen 

O’Kelly for her help and support throughout this process. 

See also the blog on Stratford College website about Ayush’s BTYSTE 2021 prizes. 

Teen-Turn Cultivating Tech Talent of the Future 

 

According to Technology Skills 2022: Ireland’s Third ICT Skills Action Plan there are 

going to be 72,864 ICT Jobs openings in Ireland by the year 2022. To reach even 70% 

of this, Ireland needs an additional 5,000 graduates with high level ICT skills every 

year. The Higher Education Authority reports computing courses have a dropout rate 

of almost 50% - students undertaking a Computer Science degree were taking a shot 

in the dark and hoping for the best. Access to Computer Science as a Leaving 

Certificate subject allows more students to become aware of the careers available to 

them in the future, helping also to fill the skills gap. Unfortunately, until more second

-level schools roll out Computer Science, the building of this much needed talent 

pipeline is reliant upon multiple parties coming together to provide support to 

schools, their staff and students.    

Now in its sixth year, Teen-Turn has been working with young women from under-

served areas across Ireland to provide them with the experience and support 

necessary to make informed decisions about the opportunities that developing STEM 

skills such as computer programming opens to them. Through summer work 

placements, after-school programmes and an alumni network, Teen-Turn works with more than 700 girls from all over Ireland with the aim to take 

them from ‘from Junior Cert to job’. 

Technovation and Project Squad are just two initiatives where Teen-Turn participants are given the 

chance to engage with mentors to create apps and conduct research after school. One of the projects 

developed through Teen-Turn in 2020 included Lamhalingo, an app designed by Cork student Ugonna 

Duru that provides an archive of different signs for Irish Sign Language, arranged in a multitude of 

simple, easy to access categories including the alphabet, colours, and greetings. Ugonna’s creation is a 

teacher-student learning service that specialises in ‘in class’ learning with special tools to help teach 

Irish Sign Language to those who are not hearing impaired.  

Ugonna Duru (17), said of her experience with Teen-Turn: “I believe it is important for young girls to get 

involved in STEM so that they can have a feel for what it is like if they choose to work in STEM in the 

future, and to also build equality. An idea for what STEM is, is very different compared to actually seeing 

and experiencing the life of STEM workers. It is also very important that more women can be a part of this rapidly growing sector. My project, 

Lamhalingo, is an Irish Sign Language app that gives people an archive of different 

signs from different categories to choose from. I feel that by making this app, I can 

shine more light on the deaf society in Ireland. Kenny, my mentor, helped me come 

up with ideas for the project and to think through the logistics.”  

As a result of the pandemic Teen-Turn moved all its activities online in order to 

continue to provide pathways for girls like Ugonna to connect with and learn from 

mentors who are employed at some of Ireland’s leading technology companies. This 

challenging time has highlighted even more starkly the importance of providing 

opportunities for girls in STEM and cultivating the talent of the future, particularly in 

Computer Science. It also has reinforced the importance of delivering learning in a 

positive environment where persistence and the value of seeing a project through to 

completion is recognised. 

Teen-Turn has been trying to tackle the numbers of young women entering 

Computer Science and other STEM courses at third-level since 2016. The initiative’s 

experience is that this knowledge building must begin in second-level. Therefore 

the imperative for the Computer Science as a Leaving Certificate subject rollout 

cannot be underestimated. 

“Teen-Turn means a lot to me. It's the 

place where I was first able to begin 

the journey of my app, and where the 

simple idea of it, became a reality 

thanks to the mentors. I have never 

created an app before, but thanks to 

the mentors at Teen-Turn, I was able 

to with minimal problems along the 

way.” 

- Ugonna Duru, creator of Lámhalingo  

“Developing this app taught me 

many skills that will help me in the 

future. It taught me how to 

persevere, even when it seems 

pointless, but also to know when you 

should stop and ask for help.” 

- Ugonna Duru, creator of Lámhalingo  

Ugonna Duru (17), creator of Lámhalingo 

Third Level Computing Forum  

On behalf of the Third Level Computing Forum, I am pleased to have 

this opportunity to express our support for Leaving Certificate 

Computer Science.  Like CESI, we had been campaigning for decades 

and with many Ministers of Education for its introduction. 

The TLCF is a group composed of the Heads of Computing (or 

delegates) of the Universities and the Institutes of Technology and 

representatives from a wide range of industry and other bodies.  We 

have several members involved in the front line of LCCS Framework 

Support activities and our member organisations have direct 

relationships with schools and teachers.  In particular, the HEIs have 

an important role to play in initial teacher education and upskilling. 

We used the word Computing in the TLCF title to indicate that we 

cover a wide field.  In a similar vein it is important that LCCS is seen 

not as a subject just for potential computer scientists but very much 

as a Subject for All.  Digital technology touches all aspects of 

modern life and it is arguable that knowledge of this area should 

take its place alongside core competencies like English and 

Mathematics.   

The framework focus on encouraging greater LCCS female 

participation is welcome and the TLCF, like many organisations, is 

actively pushing for better gender equality and diversity. 

In 2021/22, Ireland is in line for an EU Recovery Package grant of 

€853 million.  It must assign a minimum of 20% of its allocation to 

foster the digital transition.  This highlights the importance of digital 

transformation both to the economy and society. 

Career paths are now limitless and a background in digital skills will 

play an increasingly important role in any field -----and will never go 

astray.  A longitudinal survey of career paths chosen after LCCS 

would be very useful and could help to shape the further 

development of the subject. 

 

Ted Parslow, Chairperson, Third Level Computing Forum  

CESICon 2021 
 
On Sat the 27th Feb 2021 the first ever online CESI Conference 

took place.   The theme, Adapting Digitally to a Changing 

Reality, facilitated presenters consider how adaptations have 

taken place and how they will continue into the future.  From 

the opening keynote of Deirdre Hodson of the European 

Commission’s department for Education, Youth, Sports and 

Culture in Brussels right through to the capstone from the 

Silver Lining for Learning group based in the US, attendees 

were spoilt for choice both in the range and nature of the 

twenty four presentations.  Geographical distance was of no 

consequence.  Learning, discussing, sharing and laughter 

characterised the event. 

 

For this year the CS stream was given to LCCS and  rather 

whimsically named Chalum’s CS Cantina (no alcohol 

served!!).  The idea was to provide a space for those already 

engaged in LCCS to meet with those who might be considering 

it or who simply wanted to learn more.  Use was made of the 

NCCA videos to highlight the student voice.  Joe English, Tony 

McGennis, Neil Butler and Sinead Crotty of the PDST along 

with Associates Chris Exton, Sarah Jane Carey, Peadar Harvey, 

Karen Nolan, Róisín Faherty and Helen O’Kelly generously 

contributed to the various sessions.  The LCCS/CESI Student 

Table Quiz was also launched - it will be an annual 

event.  Although we missed the pleasure of the face-to-face 

meeting, there is no doubt the success of the online 

conference will certainly influence how future events are held. 

 
Adrienne Webb, Chairperson, CESI 

Transition Year Computer Science Module 
  
The CSinc.ie team would like to extend the availability of modules in 
Computer Science for TY students to all schools. The inclusive 
in CSInc means that whether you are in a rural or urban school, we 
can make the module available to you. In the past, the team has 
delivered outreach camps to (just under 11,000 students) rural, 
remote, DEIS, VTOS, ETB, TY,  LCA (classes) and many more. The 
Team is based out of TU Dublin, Tallaght Campus, where the camp 
team are faculty of the School of Science, Department of 
Computing. 
  
CSinc developed a TY programme to be delivered in class, blended 
or as an online programme (synchronously or asynchronously). The 
programme consists of three modules that can be delivered in 
an eight-week time frame. To allow for flexibility teachers can 
choose to deliver one, two, or all of the modules as part of the TY 
Programme. The course is completely free to both teachers and 
students. From September 2021 the CSinc.ie TY programme will 
have up to eight modules covering a range of CS topics (with some 
modules developed by other universities and industry).   
  
Each module consists of ready-made lesson plans, PowerPoint 
presentations, videos, class/homework tasks, end of module on-line 
assessment and solutions. Allowing for teachers with little to no 
prior experience to deliver the modules. CSinc.ie have provided a 
full suite of tools to deliver a successful TY Computer Science 
course, all of which are available from an online MOOC at no 
financial cost to the school, teachers or students. CSinc will do all of 
the set up for you, so no administration required. CSinc.ie will set up 
the class on the MOOC system and enrol all of your students. The 
modules consist of: 
  
• BBC micro:bit 
• HTML and CSS 

• Python 
  
The end of module assessment is automated, where the students 
take a pre-created quiz, which is graded automatically. If students 
are successful a certificate of completion will be issued by TU 
Dublin, Microsoft Ireland and Code Club Ireland (with other 
collaborators coming on board for September 2021), for each 
module passed. 
  
Registration for 2021-22 will open in August 2021. To register your 

expression of interest please click here.  

ComputeTY  
  
ComputeTY is a computer science and coding initiative run by the 
School of Computing in Dublin City University that has been working 
with second-level students for over 15 years.  It is targeted at TY 
students to encourage them into the world of STEM and create 
excitement around technology.  During these years we have taken 
in over 5000 students and taught them web design, app 
development, and Python programming.  

Seeing the gender imbalance of 80% male to 20% female in the ICT 
sector we decided, in 2019, to focus our objectives on encouraging 
more females into STEM and in addition to that to become more 
inclusive by reaching out to DEIS schools. 

Whilst we continue to offer the programme out to mixed schools 
and all girls schools with a small percentage of all boys schools and 
DEIS schools the gender profile of students engaging with 
ComputeTY has moved from 65% male to 56% female in the years 
2019-2020. 

Additionally, over the last 4 years a direct result of ComputeTY has 
been an additional 15 students per year joining our Faculty (mostly 
Computing).  Whilst increasing the numbers into our Faculty is 
important, the feedback from participating schools and the students 
regarding ComputeTY is extremely positive.  

App Development 
In this course, students will develop their own android apps using 
AppInventer, a programming environment developed at MIT 
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology). Students build a number of 
fun apps over the course of the week using the graphical 
programming language Scratch and install them onto their android 
device (e.g. phone, tablet). This course is suitable for any student 
who is interested in learning the basics of computer programming/
coding. 
  
Introduction to Programming 
In this course, students learn how to program in Python, one of the 
most popular programming languages in the world. Students are 
introduced to basic programming concepts using a variety of 
innovative hardware and software lessons. While no knowledge of 
programming is required for this course, it is expected to provide 
more challenge than the AppInventer course. It would be 
particularly suited to students who have already been exposed to 
some programming (e.g. students who have already worked with a 
graphical programming language like Scratch) or keen problem 
solvers who will be excited by learning a new way of thinking. 
Links: http://www.python.org/; http://www.codebug.org.uk/ 
 
If your school is interested in becoming involved with ComputeTY 
please contact Monica Ward at the School of Computing in Dublin 
City University: monica.ward@dcu.ie 
 
 

Coding and Computer Science in Transition Year 

From the PDST 

Collaboration with Science Foundation Ireland 

We on the PDST LCCS team are delighted to be working with Science 

Foundation Ireland and ESERO Ireland on developing and delivering 

a two-day CPD seminar on Raspberry Pi to our Phase One teachers. 

The two days will introduce participants to the Raspberry Pi 

environment, workflow and possibilities. We will pay particular 

attention to the potential and characteristics of the Raspberry Pi as 

it pertains to the learning experiences at hand during the study of 

LCCS. An important aspect of the two days will be looking at how 

the Raspberry Pi can be used to work on the Applied Learning Tasks 

of LCCS. The seminar will introduce participants to the ESERO Astro 

Pi competition which supports students to create and write code to 

run experiments using various sensors on Raspberry Pi devices. 

Successful entrants to the competition will have their experiments 

run on a Raspberry Pi device on the International Space Station.  We 

will also focus on how Astro Pi can be used as a lens through which 

certain Applied Learning Tasks can be completed by interested 

students.  

 

Science Foundation lreland's mission is to progress Ireland's society 

and economy by supporting the best scientific and engineering 

research while building an awareness of the role, impact and 

opportunities science creates. SFI also promotes and supports the 

study of, education in, and engagement with STEM and promotes an 

awareness and understanding of the value of STEM to society and, 

in particular, to the growth of the economy. 

 

ESERO Ireland is an education project of the European Space 

Agency (ESA), co-funded by ESA and Science Foundation Ireland in 

active fields of education and space.  One of ESERO’s objectives is to 

use Space as a context to enhance the literacy and competence of 

young people in science, technology, engineering and mathematics 

(STEM).  Among other things ESERO promotes a number of 

European Space Agency projects to meet its objectives and one such 

project is called Astro Pi (an element of which is Mission Space 

Lab).  This project offers young people the opportunity to conduct 

scientific investigations in space by writing computer programs that 

run on Raspberry Pi computers aboard the International Space 

Station (ISS). 

CPD summary and preview 

It has been an exciting three months for the team here in the PDST. 

We worked with our Phase One teachers on day 1 of National Work-

shop 7 with a deep dive into the, then, newly release coursework 

brief.  Our Phase One teachers also had  seminar on advanced mi-

cro:bit led by our team of PDST/CESI associates.  

We also met virtually with Phase Two teachers for our two-day Na-

tional Workshop 3 working on ALT2, algorithms, computational 

thinking and curriculum planning.   

We crossed the streams in February with our CoP cluster meetings 

co-facilitated by the PDST and CESI. Over  eight evenings we dis-

cussed sorting algorithms, recursion, pandas, the IOT, makecode 

streamer, screencasting and creative coding. A great many positive 

discussions were had with teachers sharing experience and exper-

tise with their LCCS teaching colleagues. 

All of use here at the PDST continue to be massively impressed by 

the commitment and engagement of all of the teachers working on 

LCCS around the country. 

In the coming months we are looking forward seeing our Phase One 

teachers for day 2 of National Workshop 7, working on National 

Workshop 4 and HTML/CSS with Phase Two teachers and meeting 

our new Phase 3 teachers for the first time at National Workshop 1 

and days one and two of our four-day Python skills workshop. 

Commencement of Phase 3 

We are also delighted this month to welcome our Phase 3 schools to 

LCCS with formal notification of acceptance onto our CPD 

programme. Acceptance letters were sent to schools in mid-March 

and a seminar for school leaders will follow in April/May. We are 

extremely lucky to have the opportunity to begin this two year 

journey with a third cohort of enthusiastic and talented LCCS 

teachers from across Ireland. We are looking forward, as ever, to 

learning as much from them as we hope they will from us! 

Conference Day for Future IT professionals 

Are you thinking of starting a career in IT? Are you studying IT and wondering if you have the right skills to find your dream job? Do you want to 

hear from companies that hire IT professionals and from young specialists who recently started their careers? Or do you want to learn how to 

improve your CV and cover letter to connect your skills and knowledge to European standards and competences? Then this event is for you!  

The third day of the IT Professionalism Conference 2021 will focus on ‘Becoming an IT Professional’, featuring the panel ‘Young IT professionals – 

what to expect?’. The goal of this panel will be to have a discussion with young professionals who recently started their IT careers and company 

representatives, on  what it means to start an IT career. Later in the day, we will hold a ‘CV Clinic’ with live feedback on how selected application 

documents can be improved to increase the chance of getting that dream job. We also invite you to submit your CV and a cover letter in 

English for this exercise – documents selected will all be displayed anonymously.  

The conference is hosted online by IT Professionalism Europe (ITPE), with eSkills Malta Foundation and the Irish Digital Skills and Jobs Coalition on 

20-22 April. It will cover EU policies tied to latest technologies and the skills needed to develop them. Speakers from both the European 

Commission, industry and education will participate to present own findings and discuss the road ahead for Europe’s ICT workforce and digital 

transformation.  

 Register  now on the ITPE website. 

Suzanne Linnane, LCCS 

Teacher, Adamstown 

Community College 

Ben Catchpole,  former LCCS 

student, Adamstown 

Community College. 
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